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WATER SLIDES
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GOH20
GoH2O offers the best of both worlds! This brand 

combines the creativeness and innovative drive of a new 

player on the market with the reliability and quality of 

a well-established company. That’s because GoH2O is 

Watergames & More’s brand-new brand and Watergames 

and More is, and has been for many years, the specialist in 

absolute top-quality water recreation. If you are looking 

for a sensational, high-grade and long-lasting water 

slide for a very reasonable price, then please allow us to 

introduce GoH2O!

GoH2O creates water slides, customised to suit every 

location and every budget, with a primary focus on real 

adventures – not only for your guests, but for you, our 

customer, too.

THE ADVANTAGES FOR THE END USERS

GoH2O water slides are challenging, very fast and come 

with spectacular lighting and sound effects to make a ride 

on a GoH2O a real adventure! Bumping into painful joints 

is a thing of the past, because these slides are seamless. 

GoH2O guarantees bundles of fun for every target group!

THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOU

GoH2O means no worries for you. If you buy a water 

slide from GoH2O, we take care of absolutely everything, 

starting with the fitting of the water installation and 

building additional foundations, if necessary, right 

up to the slide’s turnkey delivery – all for an extremely 

reasonable price. Naturally, our attractive

prices do not affect the quality of our slide. In fact, 

nothing could be further from the truth: GoH2O uses 

extremely high-grade polyester, which means that our 

slides require less maintenance and will last longer, an 

advantage reiforced by the fact that our slides do not 

have any unhygienic, maintenance-sensitive seams in 

their sides. Moreover, we supply customised solutions: 

whatever your wishes may be, we will make sure they 

become a reality!

THE ADVANTAGES OF GOH2O:

• Turnkey delivery

• Customised to suit every location and every budget

• Can be fully adapted to suit any wishes 

• Extremely high quality

• Long-lasting and low maintenance

• Spectacular lighting and sound effects
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Water slide 

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 800 or 1000 mm

Thickness of half-tube 1000 mm

Maximum incline  13%

Maximum average speed   5 m/s

Water flow  120 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

CHALLENGER

The GoH2O Challenger is the most 

popular of our water slides for both 

young and older users. This slide 

can be fitted with a variety of special 

effects so that users will discover 

new surprises after each bend. For 

instance, you can turn a standard 

GoH2O Challenger into an exciting 

black hole, a colourful and enchanting 

spiral or a stylish yet mysterious slide 

with a stained-glass look and sound 

effects.

Diameter

Also available in steel and produced as Light RTM
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VOYAGER

Speed, thrills and sensation: the GoH2O 

Voyager has it all! This extreme water 

slide can be conquered in a raft or on a 

mat and can be used by several people 

at once. The GoH2O Voyager is available 

as a tube and as a half-tube with either 

a flat or semi-circular bottom. For even 

more appeal, special effects can be 

added to the slide, including a stained-

glass look, LED lights, music and 

wonderful aromas.

Water slide 

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 1400 mm

Thickness of half-tube 1400, 2400/ 
1400 mm

Maximum incline  8%

Maximum average speed 4 m/s

Water flow  120 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

Diameter

Also available in steel and produced as Light RTM
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Water slide  

Dry slide  

Thickness of tube 800 mm

Thickness of half-tube 1000 mm

Maximum incline  20%

Maximum average speed  10 m/s

Water flow  90 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display 

Special effects 

Transparent elements 

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

SPEEDRIDER

Just one ride in the GoH2O SpeedRider 

will get the adrenaline pumping 

because you’ll reach the bottom of 

this water slide in just a few short 

seconds – this slide is simply perfect 

for daredevils. The GoH2O SpeedRider 

is so quick, many guests will have the 

chance to use it. You can add all sorts 

of effects – such as flashing lights and 

music – to make the slide even more 

spectacular.

Diameter

Also available in steel and produced as Light RTM
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Water slide 

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 800 mm

Thickness of half-tube 1000 mm

Maximum incline  13%

Maximum average speed 20 m/s

Water flow  90 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

THRILLSEEKER

The GoH2O ThrillSeeker is our most 

extreme slide – only suitable for users 

with a larger than average dose of 

courage. Despite that, this slide is 

tremendously popular. The GoH2O 

ThrillSeeker is particularly sensational 

due to its enormous speed. The higher 

you to start to slide, the more thrilling 

the slide will be!

Diameter

Also available in steel and produced as Light RTM
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SUPERSLIDER

The GoH2O SuperSlider is a great 

favourite at water parks. After all, what 

could be more fun than sliding down 

a chute together? The length of the 

slide and the number of bumps merely 

add to the enjoyment. And the more 

tracks there are, the more exciting 

race will be! Use a mat for more speed: 

you will find yourself gliding across the 

surface of the water like a surf rider.

Water slide  

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 760 mm

Maximum incline  20%

Maximum average speed  10 m/s

Water flow  30 m3/h/track

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display 

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

Diameter
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WAVERIDER

The GoH2O WaveRider is probably 

the oldest and most adored slide 

ever found in public swimming baths. 

That’s not surprising, as you can ride 

this slide to the bottom with a group of 

friends or relatives at the same time. 

The GoH2O WaveRider is very safe and 

it has an open tube, so it is extremely 

suitable for families with (young) 

children too. It’s an ideal slide for all 

ages! 

Water slide 

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 1500-5000 mm

Maximum incline  35%

Maximum average speed  8 m/s

Water flow  30-90 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

Diameter

Also available in steel
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SHOCKER

The GoH2O Shocker is one of our wildest 

and most extreme slides; it challenges 

users and attracts the attention of 

onlookers. Its starting point is exciting 

and mysterious because you can’t 

see what’s coming next, making the 

sudden drop even more of a surprise. 

The drop accelerates the slide and you 

will glide up against a wall and right 

back down again! Go ahead and try not 

to shriek in the GoH2O Shocker!

Water slide  

Dry slide    

Thickness of tube 1400 mm

Thickness of half-tube          6000/4000 mm

Maximum incline  20°

Maximum average speed 14 m/s

Water flow 240 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

Diameter
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DAZZLER

If you’re looking for an unforgettable 

experience, just take a tyre or mat 

and step into the GoH2O Dazzler! This 

amazing water slide provides some 

truly sensational options. You will slide 

up against walls while waiting for the 

moment when you go into freefall, 

your heart pounding in your chest. 

Besides, your time will be recorded – 

can you beat the speed record?

Water slide  

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 1400 mm

Thickness of half-tube          1,4-6 m

Maximum incline 8-9%

Maximum average speed  9 m/s

Water flow 8 m3/h

Landing Separate pool

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

Diameter
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JIGGLER

The GoH2O Jiggler is a whirl of fun! 

First, you step into a GoH2O Challenger 

water slide, which ensures great 

acceleration. Then you are tossed into 

the GoH2O Jiggler where you will spin 

round at top speed. Finally, you will 

drop through a hole into a swimming 

pool. And to add to the excitement, we 

have equipped the slide with lighting 

and acoustic effects for a sensation 

that is out of this world!

Water slide 

Dry slide   

Thickness of tube 800 mm

Maximum incline   20%

Maximum average speed  10 m/s

Water flow  150 m3/h

Landing Swimming pool or catch unit

Time display  

Special effects 

Transparent elements  

Bodyslide 

Users slide on mats  

Users slide in tyres  

Diameter
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CUSTOMISE YOUR SLIDE

A slide is only really complete when it has been fully 

adapted to suit your tastes! Accordingly, GoH2O offers 

separate elements that can be added to our slides. 

These elements range from steps to catch units and 

from special effects to safety devices: The options are 

countless! We like to take a constructive approach to the 

additions that will give your slide the finishing touch.
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Type 2
ø 800 / 

ø 1000

Type 4
ø 800 / 

ø 1000

CUSTOMISE YOUR SLIDE

Type 3
ø 800 / 

ø 1000

If you decide to install a water slide, it is important to 

study the safest solutions for landing and for leaving the 

slide. Accordingly, GoH2O has a range of catch units to 

catch the users safely and lead them safely off the slide. A

catch unit will minimize the risks of visitors bumping 

into each other. Because the catch unit contains shallow 

water, users can leave the slide quickly. We offer different 

types of catch units; naturally, all of them can be adapted 

to suit your taste.

Type 1
ø 800 / 

ø 1000 / 

ø 1400

CATCH UNIT
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CATCH UNIT

Good steps are essential for the safety of the users 

and for the slide’s appearance. That’s why we create 

fully customised steps, like we do our slides. The steps 

themselves have an anti-slip finish and the design will be 

adapted to suit the theme of the swimming pool. Spiral 

steps are the most popular, as they are suitable for slides 

in limited spaces. When more room is available, we often 

recommend a tower with intermediate platforms. These 

towers are also suitable for water slides where users can 

use mats or tyres for sliding down the chutes. And of 

course, all our steps comply with the relevant legislation 

and regulations, just like our slides do.

• Easy access 

• Visually attractive 

• Anti-slip finish 

• No water dripping onto lower steps 

• Large surface for advertising 

• Made from glass fibre reinforced 

  polyester 

• Completely matches the style of 

  your swimming bath

• Produced in-company 

• Seamlessly joined to slide

• Optional full powder coating 

  in any RAL colour you want 

• Completely matches the style 

  of your swimming bath

POLYESTER STEPS STEEL STEPS

POLYESTER OR
STEEL STEPS
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

FOLLOW THE USER

Using sensors hidden in the slide, we can record the users’ speeds and determine where 

the user is at a particular moment. This increases the safety in extreme slides and makes 

the slide more attractive for onlookers. 

START-STOP SYSTEM 

This system signals users, letting tell them know when it is safe to slide down the chute. 

This start-stop system allows users to slide in an orderly fashion so the slide is safer to 

use. The red and green lights switch on and off at a rapid pace but you can also link them 

to movement sensors in the slide.

THE STOPWATCH

If you install a stopwatch, users will be encouraged to use the slide more often to improve 

their speeds. The sensors hidden at the beginning and end of the slide record the times 

which are then displayed on a scoreboard. The board can also display the daily and 

monthly records.

ACTION SHOTS

What could be more fun than an action shot as you glide down a thrilling slide? The 

camera has a movement sensor that reacts when someone slides past it. A number can 

be allotted to the picture once it has been taken, so the user can purchase it. The system 

can also be linked to Facebook and/or Twitter so that pictures can be posted on social 

media accounts.

How can we make a slide even more sensational? GoH2O 

offers a range of electronic systems that will enhance the 

fun of sliding. How about action shots or signs displaying 

your speed? With these GoH2O systems, your slide will 

be completely up to date! Moreover, our systems can be 

used to increase the safety of your slide.

CUSTOMISE YOUR SLIDE
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INSULATION  

A water slide, especially one that is partly outdoors, will 

cause much heat loss, and consequently much energy 

loss. To avoid that loss, GoH2O recommends adding a 

second layer of insulation which will provide both thermal 

and acoustic insulation. And thanks to the savings 

you make on energy costs, you can recoup this small 

additional investment within a few years.
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The appeal of water slides depends quite heavily on 

the special effects and other technical novelties. 

Accordingly, GoH2O has a large range of special effects 

that are guaranteed to get the adrenaline pumping. 

These effects range from lights and sounds to splashing 

water. And if that’s not exciting enough for you, check out 

these spectacular solutions that use movement sensors.

These sensors will allow you to determine the location 

of the user in the slide and adapt the audiovisual effects 

to match. These special effects are just the tip of the 

iceberg as the options are countless. All our slides are 

customised, so we like to take a constructive approach 

to the best solutions for your swimming pool.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

CUSTOMISE YOUR SLIDE

MULTIMEDIA (LED LIGHTS)

LED lights allow you to adapt the style and theme of water slide with very little effort. You 

can turn a colourful disco-slide into a red spinning track with just by flicking a switch. 

We can design effects that are customised to suit your slide and every desired effect is 

possible!

DAYLIGHT EFFECTS

Use daylight to create a fairy-tale effect. This effect can be achieved by 

incorporating symbols into the walls of the slide during the production stage. When 

sunlight hits the slide, it creates an enchanting effect. Of course, you can combine 

the daylight effects with LED lights.

SOUND EFFECTS 

A perfect addition to lighting effects! Use sound effects to emphasize the effects 

of the lights, producing the sensation of sliding into a storm or a disco.
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LED DISPLAYS

If you incorporate LED displays into your water slide, you can display texts, pictures and,

even moving images, which will produce some very unusual special effects!

TRANSPARENT ELEMENTS

The higher the location, the more impressive these transparent elements will be. 

These acrylic elements are transparent tubes that allow you to look around for a few 

seconds and observe the height at which you are sliding, guaranteeing an impressive 

experience!

SPECIAL EFFECTS

WATER CURTAIN

A curtain of water will add a refreshing aspect to the slide. You can adapt the water 

pressure, so you can vary between a gentle breeze and a waterfall.

This feature can be installed in a slide with a full tube or half-tube, made from

polyester or stainless steel.

CUSTOMISATION

Perhaps you have other wishes or perhaps you are interested in our many other options. 

The sky is the limit! You will be amazed by the abundance of spectacular options and our 

specialists would love to tell you more about them.

START ELEMENT

Add a moving start platform to ensure that the users have a good warm-up before diving 

into the slide. Wait patiently while a few seconds are counted down and the platform will 

start, and… GO!
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Just like a full-sized swimming pool, a toddling pool is not 

complete without a wonderful water slide. And of course 

you want this slide to be a perfect match for the rest of 

your swimming bath! That’s why, at GoH2O, you can fully 

customise your small slide too!

Because we customise our products, the options are 

countless. How about a slide shaped like your mascot 

or your logo? Like our large slides, we make our small 

water slides from high-grade, glass-fibre reinforced 

polyester, which we can supply in a very large range of 

RAL colours. Moreover, it is possible to produce slides 

that fully match (existing) play features, platforms and 

walls. Whatever your wishes may be, we will make sure 

they become a reality!

OUR SMALL SLIDES
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THE QUALITY OF OUR PRODUCTS

Our slides are made from high-grade, glass fibre 

reinforced polyester, produced manually by means hand 

lay-up. The technique we use ensures that there are no 

unhygienic, maintenance-sensitive seams in the sides of 

the tubes, so the slides require less maintenance and will 

last longer.

THE QUALITY OF OUR DELIVERY

We try to take as much work as possible off your hands. 

If you wish, we can supply our water slide as a turnkey 

delivery, including all the construction work and fitting the 

water installation. Thanks to our comprehensive advice 

to our customers, you will know just what to expect. Our 

project manager will ensure that the work proceeds 

without a hitch at the site. Perhaps you want to have a 

tube slide repaired, refurbished or replaced? You have 

come to the right address, as these jobs are not a problem 

for GoH2O. We’d love to explain all about our customised 

solutions at an advisory meeting.

THE QUALITY OF OUR SERVICE

Our experienced service staff will ensure that your slide 

is always at its best and that any breakdowns, which 

are unlikely, will be repaired as soon as possible. Our 

maintenance team is active throughout Europe, so we 

can send our staff to your aid for repairs within 24 hours. 

We look after your slide so you can concentrate fully on 

your own work.

OUR QUALITY
At GoH2O, the primary focus is always on quality, by which 

we mean both the quality of our products and the quality 

of our service. We work hard to build long-lasting slides 

and long-lasting relationships with our customers.
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We think it is important that we always provide an 

optimal service. That’s why our maintenance team 

operates Europe-wide and its service staff can reach 

you within 24 hours for (emergency) repairs. Moreover, 

we offer maintenance contracts which include annual 

maintenance on your slide. That maintenance work 

includes checking the water pump and cleaning the 

start element and the catch unit. We also check the 

bolted joints, cemented seams and tubes and repair any 

damage. If you choose to buy a slide from GoH2O, you will 

have guaranteed maintenance and service of the very 

best quality.

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
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CONTACT

Watergames & More B.V.

Pelmolen 3

2665 SW Bleiswijk, the Netherlands

P.O. Box 172

2665 ZK Bleiswijk, the Netherlands

T: +31 (0)6 29 55 66 62 

T: +31 (0)6 28 57 68 88

Chamber of Commerce: 29047299

VAT: NL001075937B01

GoH2O is exclusively available from:
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BabyDobber

Dive into the world    

       of Watergames!

Spray Parks

Fountains

Aquaglide

Playtime

  Water slides


